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Hartog Committee Report
The report of the Auxiliary Committee of the Indian Statutory Commission ^ which
was appointed to make enquiries into the growth of education in British India, was
issued on the 18th October 1929. The committee was composed of the following-
YT1 ^* TV1 il f* T*C   *•-   r,
Sir Philip Hartog,  Kt. C. I. E.  (Member of the    Public  Service Commission,)
Chairman ;
Sir Amherst Selby-Bigge, Bart, K. C. B.   (formerly Permanent Secretary to the
Board of Education, Eng.)
Sir Saiyid Sultan Ahmed, Kt. (Vice-Chancellor of the Patna University.)
Sir George Anderson. Kt. C. L E.,    (Director of Public Instruction, Punjab) :
Raja Narendra Nath (Member of the Legislative Council of the Punjab) ;
Mrs. Muthulakshmi Reddi (Deputy President of the Madras Legislative Council),
The Committee's  review of the  growth of education reveals many   points of
fundamental interest for the political future of India.
The largely increased enrolment in primary schools, says the Report, indicates
that the old time apathy of the masses is breaking down. There has been a social
and political awakening of the women of India and an expressed demand on^ their ,
behalf for education and social reform. There has been rapid progress in the
numbers of Mohammedans receiving instruction. Efforts have been -made to
improve the condition of the depressed classes and those classes are beginning to
respond to that effort and to assert their right to education,
On all sides there has been a desire on the part of leaders of public opinion to
understand ancUo grapple with the complex and difficult problems of education ;
and large additional expenditure has been proposed by Education Ministers and
willingly voted by the Legislative Councils, That is the one side of the picture, but
there is another,
ineffective system
Throughout the whole educational system there is waste and ineffectiveness. In
the primary system, which should be designed to produce literacy and the capacity
t0 eS!f1?e a^ *ntel%ent vote* the waste is appalling. The vast increase in
uranbers in primary schools produces no commensurate increase in literacy, for only
a small proportion of those who are at the primary stage reach Class IV, in which
tse attainment^ literacy may be expected.
la one province, despite a very large increase in  the number  of primary schools
jmpils an4 in the expenditure, the number of pupils who reached  Class  IV was
lly tess by nearly 30,000 in 1927 than it was ten years previously.    It is to be
d that under the present conditions of rural life, and with the lack of suitable
literature a child has very little chance of attaining literacy after leaving
eVen f°r Ae literate> there are many chances of relapse into
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advance of secondary education
v j       ^as keen an advance is some respects,
body of teachers in their improved conditions
— — widen the general activities  of school
_	of organization.
ucfion is stiH Dominated by the ideal that
^nool should prepare himself for the university ;
t matriculation and in the university examina-
iwch attempts as liave been  made  to provide

